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Writing theses and dissertations are central aspects of completing studies in English Philology. Here you will find lists of
all MA, Licentiate, and.

Graduates are expected to acquire professional skills in research in educational and research institutions and to
become life-long learners. Formal specialisation: Students can choose between different study areas and
specialisations: transdepartmental module selection 'pick and mix' : a study variety based on modules from
several different specialised departments in which modules from linguistics and literature are taken; this is
especially interesting for Master of Education students because this way the teaching-focused training can
efficiently combined with a subject-specialised focus. Improve your English skills to suit your needs.
Application: application procedure application to the faculty of humanities The programme is taught in:
English Description of the Degree Programme: The course provides an in-depth, specialised education in
English Philology, covering linguistics as well as literary and cultural studies. The three components are
interrelated; however, students are provided with a selection of optional courses, which helps them narrow
down their area of study to one aspect, if they are inclined to do so. The English Studies programme is unique
in the Baltic States. The network currently unites more than 30, alumni from all over the world. The MA
programme in English Language and Literature opens the door to deepening your knowledge in English and
American literature, English linguistics and the history of the English language. The programme offers
students opportunities for developing their ability to reflect on cultural traditions and to critically evaluate
cultural diversity and emerging trends in modern society. Accommodation for 5, students and excellent
canteens run by the student services organisation "Studentenwerk" allow for a high quality of life at a low
cost. In the North American Studies Department, the crossover between media and literature and theories of
transnationality are of key interest. Take challenging classes on a variety of topics, and follow your own
research interests to lay the foundation for a Ph. Final degree: Master of Arts M. Professional fields: This
degree qualifies graduates for work in business, journalism and at non-government organisations NGO or in
the governmental sector; scholarly work for publishing houses or at institutes of higher education. Entrance
requirements for module packages: Overview Note for international applicants: German language skills do not
have to be demonstrated for the enrolment. They also show their wide erudition, ability of critical thinking as
well as various subject-specific competences acquired during the studies e. The style of studying is focused on
the dynamic roles of both teachers and learners: Interactive lectures, seminars, group work, case studies.
Degree programme structure: Please click here for detailed information on the programme. Suchen Deutsch
English Philology M. In literature and cultural studies, research focuses on postcolonial Anglophone literature;
romantic and contemporary literature, on gender studies and cultural theory receive a special attention. More
than different sports with an indoor pool, climbing centre, gym and several outdoor sports fields are offered
for an extremely reasonable price. In the fields of literature and cultural studies, students can choose between
British or Anglophone literature and culture and North American literature and culture. Additionally, a
growing number of double degree programmes with important international universities are available. The
library plays a leading role in a large number of national and international projects involving the optimisation
of literature and information provision as well as the establishment and development of digital research and
information infrastructures. This enables students to major in various areas of the language-theory section.
Alternatively, you can play an active role in the student union, which sponsors many cultural and recreational
events. Language skills during the academic programme: German language skills if not already present be
acquired in the electives during the academic programme. It covers three aspects of study: English linguistics,
literatures written in the English language, and culture of English-speaking countries. In linguistics, research
focuses on syntax theories, semantics research and the historical analysis of language transformations in
connection with the study of medieval English literature and culture in its European context. The
qualifications acquired by the graduates of the programme can also be applied in broader areas, including
employment in publishing houses specialising in literature for the general public, career in the media focused
on scientific, professional and cultural issues, as well as work as translators of fictional and scientific texts. It
is renowned for its diverse range of academic disciplines, its research-oriented teaching, and its outstanding
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scientific environment, in which more than 40 Nobel laureates have studied, taught, or pursued their research.
Internationally renowned, expert researchers teach in more than 40 academic disciplines. Guidance,
supervision, and study conditions Students are given comprehensive advisory and supervisory support in all
phases of their studies. Come and explore the world of English! About 30 full-time undergraduate and
graduate programmes are taught entirely in English. Graduates of the English Studies programme may look
for employment not only in the academic field research in literature, culture and linguistics and teaching
literary and language courses at higher education institutions , but also in other diverse areas editing,
translation, lexicography, proofreading and publishing activities, work in literary archives and museums, and
various other public institutions and organizations , in which practical application of the acquired knowledge
is required. If you apply for admission as a non-EU Citizen, you must be able to demonstrate proficiency in
English by means of an internationally recognized test, e. The programme is designed to prepare qualified,
independent and creative specialists in English linguistics, literature, and culture, having competences suitable
for jobs related to language, literature and culture in the fields of public communication e. Graduates meet the
expectations of employers in the broader labour market by demonstrating their analytical and interpretative
skills and knowledge of the contemporary and historical contexts of literature and culture.


